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Teamwork and leadership

Event planning

Communication

Time Management

As the former Head of College and
school Netball Captain, I am no
stranger to working with others to
achieve a common goal.

I have organised multiple events
and socials in my previous school to
raise funds for charity.

I was the Chair of the College
Committee and regularly met with
student representatives. I always
welcome constructive criticism!

Yes, I sometimes finish work 2 days
before my deadlines. Thanks to
natsci, I complete tasks quickly,
efficiently and responsibly.

BONUS: Can and will cook you
food if you are feeling down!!

PROPOSER:
YUN XIN TEOH (MAGDALENE)

 
SECONDER:

DANIEL LEONG (TRINITY)

What better way to keep age-old traditions alive than practicing
them? Culture swaps in the form of mini workshops will further
strengthen relationships between the international societies.
From making handicrafts to folding dumplings, I believe this
will be an enriching and hands-on approach to learning about
different cultures.

outreach
I intend on expanding the outreach programs to more states
and public schools, as well as offer comprehensive and
accessible mentorship, interview and personal statement help.
Proofreading services are straightforward to implement,
require low commitment and look good on any CV.

Working more closely with our sponsors is one of my main aims.
Not only will this secure funding to support CUMaS projects,
there is also a wealth of career opportunities available.
Internships, connections and insight from industry experts are just
some of the many benefits from partnering with our sponsors.

re-freshers

collaborations

I would like to tap into the expertise of non-COVID era students
to answer the burning question: what IS the true Cambridge
experience? It will be a lovely way to meet seniors while giving
“freshers” a taste of what we missed out on, Malaysian-style.

sponsors

events
Potlucks, picnics and parties are just a few ideas I have for
varied and exciting socials. The RakyatRabu series was a huge
success, and more definitely is to come. Introducing a post-
event feedback system and polls will allow the committee to
identify areas of improvement and gauge interest levels towards
particular events. This is a surefire method to give the rakyat
what they want!


